Large Print Fiction

Ghost Times Two by Carolyn Hart F
Order to Kill by Kyle Mills M
Island House by Nancy Thayer F
Faithful by Alice Hoffman F
Deadline by John Sandford M
Charmers by Elizabeth Adler F
Echoes in Death by J.D. Robb M
Fatal by John Lescoart M
Dangerous Ladies Affair by Marcia Muller M
Someone to Hold by Mary Balogh R
My Not so Perfect Life by Sophie Kinsella F
Into the Firestorm by Kat Martin F
The Lion in the Living Room by Abigale Tucker F
Journey into Violence by William Johnstone W
MaCallister Tin Guns from Texas by William Johnstone W
Blue Star Tattoo by Ralph Cotton W
Texas Vigilante by Bill Crider W
Heartbreak Hotel by Jonathan Kellerman M
Humans Bow Down by James Patterson M
Devil in Spring by Lisa Kleypas R
Death of a Ghost by M.C. Beaton M
Most Dangerous Place by James Grippando M
Bone Box by Faye Kellerman M
Devil’s Triangle by Catherine Coulter M
Banana Cream Pie Murder by Joanne Fluke M
Amelia and the Captain by Lori Copeland R
Sunrise Canyon by Janet Dailey R
Million Little Things by Susan Mallery R
Man Overboard by J.A. Jance M
Treasured Grace by Tracie Peterson F
Mississippi Blood by Greg Isles F

Flintlock: A time for Vultures by William Johnstone W
Sixkiller U.S. Marshall Eight Hours to Die by William Johnstone W
Black Book by James Patterson M

Large Print Non-Fiction

A hope more Powerful than the Sea by Melissa Fleming
HillbillyElegy by J.D. Vance

Audio Books on CD

Heartbreak Hotel by Joathan Kellerman M
Spree by J.A. Konrath M
Exposed by J.A. Konrath M
Murder Plain and Simple by Isabella Alan M
The Innocent by Vincent Zandri M
Murder season by Robert Ellis M
Hindenburg Murders by Max Collins M
Cutthroat by Clive Cussler M
Man Overboard by J.A. Jance M
Two from the Heart by James Patterson F
The Fix by David Baldacci F
Fast and Loose by Stuart Woods F
Fall out by Sara Paretsky M
Golden Prey by John Sandford M
Cat in a Zebra Zoot Suit by Carole Douglas
Cat in a White Tie ans Tails by Carole Douglas
Cat in an Alien X-Ray by Carole Douglas
Cat in an Alphabet Endgame by Carole Douglas
Aunt Dimity and the Widow’s Curse M
Broken Road by Richard Paul Evans F
Quantum Leap seasons 1-5
Manchester by the sea
Accountant
Mastermind
Snoop sisters complete series
Florence Foster Jenkins
Bone Tomahawk
Keeping up with the Jones
Arrival
Wild Oats
Jack Reacher Never go Back
Girl on the Train
McCloud seasons 1 & 2
Grace & Frankie season 2
The Librarians season 1 & 2
Perry Mason complete move collection
Light Between Oceans
McMillan & Wife seasons 1-6
Jackie
Knights Tale
Lost Battalion
The Judge
Fantastic Beasts and where to find them
Monster Calls
Beauty and the Beast
The Shack
The Space Between Us
Split
Fist Fight
Last Word
Cure For Wellness
It
Hidden
Dying of the Light
Limitless
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Snail with an attitude
A guy is sitting at home when he hears a knock at the door. He opens the door and sees a snail on the porch. He picks up the snail and throws it as far as he can. Three years later there’s a knock on the door. He opens it and sees the same snail. The snail says: ‘What the hell was that all about?’

Racing a bear
Two campers are walking through the woods when a huge brown bear suddenly appears in the clearing about 50 feet in front of them. The bear sees the campers and begins to head toward them. The first guy drops his backpack, digs out a pair of sneakers, and frantically begins to put them on. The second guy says, ‘What are you doing? Sneakers won’t help you outrun that bear.’ ‘I don’t need to outrun the bear,’ the first guy says. ‘I just need to outrun you.’

A genie and an idiot
Three guys stranded on a desert island find a magic lantern containing a genie, who grants them each one wish. The first guy wishes he was off the island and back home. The second guy wishes the same. The third guy says: ‘I’m lonely. I wish my friends were back here.’

Kid vs barber
A young boy enters a barber shop and the barber whispers to his customer. ‘This is the dumbest kid in the world. Watch while I prove it you.’ The barber puts a dollar bill in one hand and two quarters in the other, then calls the boy over and asks, ‘Which do you want, son?’ The boy takes the quarters and leaves. ‘What did I tell you?’ said the barber. ‘That kid never learns!’ Later, when the customer leaves, he sees the same young boy coming out of the ice cream store. ‘Hey, son! May I ask you a question? Why did you take the quarters instead of the dollar bill?’ The boy licked his cone and replied, ‘Because the day I take the dollar, the game is over!’
Happy July 4th